Callaway Rogue Sub Zero Driver
Product Name: Callaway Rogue Sub Zero Driver
Product one liner: Jailbreak Distance in a Low-Spin and Ultra-Forgiving Shape
Who is this product aimed at: Golfers looking for high launch and low spin off the driver
What this product is replacing: New product
Product Intro Date: 16/01/18
Product at Retail Date: 09/02/18
Available Lofts: 9° and 10.5°. Left hand options available in 9° and 10.5°
Adjustability: OptiFit Hosel
Tech Specs: 460cc, 45.5” shaft length (for further Tech Specs see Features & Benefits
below)
Price: £469
Product Intro:
Rogue Sub Zero is an extraordinary achievement: a powerful, extremely low-spinning,
Tour-level driver packaged in a high-MOI head shape. Though designed to appeal to Tour
Pros, Rogue Sub Zero is so forgiving and easy to hit that any amateur seeking lower spin
is also a great candidate for it.
Rogue Sub Zero performance is spearheaded by our improved Jailbreak Technology,
which drastically changes how the head behaves at impact. New, hourglass-shaped
titanium bars are lighter than before, yet equally effective at stiffening the crown and sole,
allowing the face to take on more impact-load to promote faster ball speed. Improved XFace VFT Technology promotes fast ball speed across a larger part of the face. That,
combined with Jailbreak, promotes a significant boost in ball speed and distance.
Rogue Sub Zero’s high MOI starts with its light-and-strong triaxial carbon composite
crown, which saves weight that’s redistributed in the head’s perimeter. We can’t

emphasise enough what an astonishing engineering feat it is to make a low-spin driver
with this high level of forgiveness.
Rogue Sub Zero’s head shape and construction allows Callaway engineers to position
the CG low and deep with a more neutral bias. This position, along the head’s neutral
axis (the line that runs perpendicular to the loft and intersects with the geometric centre
of the head), promotes higher launch and low spin -- the launch conditions that promote
maximum distance.
Two interchangeable weights (2g and 14g) in the front and back of the sole allow you to
adjust spin-rate ±200 rpm. Position the heavier weight forward to lower spin; position it in
back to increase forgiveness and promote higher launch and longer carry.
Boeing and Callaway collaborated to develop the Speed Step Technology used in past
Callaway metalwoods. In Rogue, we worked with Boeing to redefine the geometry of the
leading edge to improve airflow to promote faster head speed.
Rogue Sub Zero offers a wide range of premium no-upcharge aftermarket shafts at 40g,
50g, 60g, 70g and 80g weights, including Aldila Quaranta, Aldila Synergy, Project X
EvenFlow, and Project X HZRDUS Yellow.
Features and Benefits Summary
Jailbreak Effect for Exceptional Ball Speed
Combined power of Jailbreak Technology and X-Face VFT Technology promotes high
ball speed and long distance.
Triaxial Carbon Crown for Increased MOI and Lower Spin
The largest carbon composite surface area ever in a Sub Zero model; its light-and-strong
composition saves weight that’s redistributed to increase MOI and align the CG with the
neutral axis to lower spin.
Interchangeable Weights for Increased Spin- and Trajectory-Control
Two interchangeable (2-gram and 14-gram) to adjust spin-rate and launch angle. Put the
14-gram up front to lower spin, or in back for higher launch and increased MOI.
Boeing Aero Package for Faster Head Speed
We worked with Boeing to improve Speed Step Technology by redefining the geometry
of the leading edge to improve airflow to promote faster head speed.

Premium Shaft Selection at Multiple Weights
Choose from 40g, 50g, 60g, 70g and 80g weights by Aldila and Project X.

